Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The Analysis development of electric power system is growing rapidly by entering the use of artificial intelligent in it. The use of conventional method is being abandoned because this kind of method takes a lot of time in the computation process, especially on transient stability analysis with its complicated non linear models, as well as the more complex problem that demand fast and accurate assessment results which is use for controlling system can be easily solved by artificial intelligent. The ability of artificial intelligent in terms of fast analysis, estimate even prediction made artificial intelligent as a main tools to execute electric power system assessment rather than another traditional method that was used previously.
The use of neural network as tools that is used in transient stability assessment becomes the attractiveness of many researches [1] [2][3] [4] . From several research that are used as reference [2] , the use of Neural Network gives satisfactory performance results to judge system performance if we compare it with transient stability evaluation that need complicated calculation process and a lot of time to gain non linear solution.
According to [3] the use of artificial intelligent in transient stability assessment has a weakness in terms of input measurement. But, still according to [3] , the solution of this problem is using neural network that has capability and knowledge in terms of learning and input processing process. Neural Network was widely used and recognized excellence to perform non linear mapping estimate from several inputs. Besides that, neural network can model artificial system as natural as possible.
However, with the development of artificial intelligent science, the use of neural network was regarded as the old method because of its learning algorithm process that is getting slower than required. The learning process that require more than couple hours, even several days, make this neural network is classified as a conventional method. Therefore, the development of neural network that rely on learning and calculating rate becomes the focus of several research recently.
According to [5] [6], several research recently investigate the capability of feed forward neural network with many layer. This research concludes that continue activation function can gives better result than before. In fact, neural network perform a research that is called training by using several data that has been defined before. When perform forecasting for specific number of data, still according to [6] , it appears that the result of feed forward neural network with single layer and some specific hidden N node and the using activation function non linear indicate that the observation is fixed or unchanged at some specific hidden N node. This means that input weight which is the layer between input layer and first hidden layer and hidden bias layer need arrangement so that the result is as good as the learning algorithm result of feed forward neural network. Old algorithm of neural network indicate that the parameter of feed forward neural network has to be determined first and depend on weight and bias layer. This research will perform analysis of time estimate of critical clearing time by using Neural Network and Extreme Learning Machine and the result from both method will be compared. To examine the effectiveness from the method that has been used, IEEE 3-machine 9-bus system and Java-Bali 500 kV 54-machine 25-bus system will be tested.
NEURAL NETWORK AND EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE
This research contains the use of artificial intelligent for calculation technique of critical clearing time. Neural Network and Extreme Learning Machine are used for performing big estimation of critical clearing time in appraisal of transient stability of electric power system.
Neural Network
Neural network was introduced for the first time at 1948 by McCulloch and Pitts, it attract the researches attention because the neural network can adopt the working process of human brain and can be used for solve the problem by model system linear function to gain desired result.
This research uses back propagation with several layers that capable to arrange weight from input to hidden layer by error way from hidden layer more than by error way from output layer. Besides that, the capability of BP Neural Network that can be used for non linear activation function and network with many parallel calculation and can model linear function make this neural network become option to solve the problem rather than another method.
According of Figure 1 , The architecture of neural network, the steps of neural network stages are starts with input unit that accept input x i that is passed down to hidden layer in front of them [6] . Input unit (x) is through several weights (w) and interconnected for output (y). In every hidden layer, input unit will be multiplied by weight and will be summed and bias will be added to the equation
In this research, input consists of two neurons; each represents active power and reactive power of system. Hidden layer are consist of two layers, the first layer use tan-sig activation function and second layer use log-sig activation function. The weight of hidden layer can be calculated based on Equation (1).
(1) Every neuron weight and bias of learning process is obtained by activation function as seen in Equation (2).
The activator that is used are sigmoid function that follow the Equation (3) :
Next step is output unit that can be achieved by multiply weight and sum the result as well as add bias at calculation process. Output layer use one neuron with purelin activation function :
When the result of feed forward learning process was not the same with the target output, the n algorithm process of back propagation was started. In this back propagation algorithm, output that is different with target will be sent back to hidden layer toward the input layer. This process will be called as back propagation that can be seen at Figure 2 .
Learning process of back propagation neural network is supervised learning form, which is by seeing the suitability between output and target. Back propagation is started by compare output and target. If the output is not suitable with target, then the error that has been appeared will be used to improve weight so that the desired compatible output will be obtained. This weight improvement process is performed by set back the unsuitable output to hidden layer to be forwarded to input layer and then fix the weight by Equation (5).
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Every hidden unit (z J ) will calculate activation value and send it to outer layer. Each unit that calculate output layer activation (y k ) and compare it with target value (t k ) to determine error factor (d k ) will be used to return output (y k ) to the next layer
Extreme Learning Machine
The use of tuning process at input weight and hidden bias make algorithm of neural network require time at the learning process [5] [6] . Learning process with gradient descent at neural network algorithm that use many iteration make this algorithm of neural network require much computation time.
Calculation process that use algorithm of neural network is growing with the discovery of new algorithm which is Extreme Learning Machine. First discovered by Guang-Bin Huang, this method can choose input weight and bias at hidden layer randomly [5] [6] . Therefore, this method does not require much time to calculation process like algorithm of neural network. Besides that, this method can achieve small training error and weight and capable to give a good and fast generalization performance. The architecture of extreme learning machine can be described as Figure 3 .
The architecture of extreme learning machine as seen in the figure can be explained as: a i = the vector of input weight that connect hidden node to i and input node or center from hidden node to i. b i = threshold from hidden node to i b i = the weight vector that connect hidden node with output node.
Normalization
Initial normalization was performed at extreme learning machine to make activation function to produce output between [0,1] or [1, 1] . In accordance with reference [6] , it was formulated as :
With : 
HT b  can be explained in Equation (11).
H is hidden layer of matrix output from neural network; i th column from H is hidden output of 
With :
X d = data value after denormalization X n = output data after denormalization min {X p }= minimum value of set data max {X p }= maximum value of set data After learning that use extreme learning machine gave result, then extreme learning machine testing was performed with data that has never been taught before. Weight, bias and number of hidden were using weight, bias and number of hidden that had been used at learning process. To see the effectiveness of extreme learning machine method, error percentage calculation that occurred was also performed as seen in Equation (15). From the simulation of proposed method, then calculate the speed of the simulation predictions using neural network and extreme learning machine. From the result, we can see that extreme learning machine can predict critical clearing time faster than neural network. Plotting picture from both method will show in the result.
SIMULATION
To examine the effectiveness of the method that has been used, simulation was perform at 3 Generator 9 Bus system that can be seen at this picture below. We call this system as System 1. The second simulation was done with Java Bali 500 kV 54-machine 25-bus system, and this system named as system 2 Simulations done by giving disturbance at some point and calculate the critical clearing time. Neural network method has been tested to perform prediction from critical clearing time above, and then prediction was performed again by extreme learning machine method. The result from both method above will be compare to see the effectiveness of them by calculating the speed of both of these methods in predicting the critical clearing time
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
On the system of Fouad and Anderson 3 Machine 9 Bus system, simulation was done by perform three phase short circuit as disturbance at several point in point A, B and C that we call as Fault 1, 2 and 3. We change one load bus with various capacity then give three phase short circuit in every load changes.
From the simulation that has been run, the prediction critical clearing time was obtained as seen in Table 1 . Table 2 . is the result of critical clearing time prediction using neural network. While table 3 is the result of the prediction using extreme learning machine. The results obtained showed that extreme learning machine capable of predicting critical clearing time with smaller error when compared with the prediction using neural network Calculation error of prediction using neural network gives the greatest error result is 0.0079. While extreme learning machine method gives a prediction error of 0.0244 for system 1. The graphic of critical prediction error can be seen on Figure 5 . Amount 500 neurons hidden layers on extreme learning machine and neural network with 24 hidden neurons use to predicting cct. Simulation repeated with amount of neurons neural network less than previous simulation. The results of the comparison of the speed predictions can be seen in the Figure 6 From figure 6 we can see that the time required to predict the critical clearing time shows that the extreme learning machine is able to provide faster predictions than neural network. Process training using neural network, with conventional gradient based learning algorithm like backpropagation (BP) determination of parameters such as the weight of input, hidden bias that connects between the layers to one another is determined manually, thus requiring a learning speed that is a long and often get stuck on local minima , Extreme learning machine perform a random selection process to select the input weights and hidden bias. It makes extreme learning machine has learing fast speed and give better results.
The next step is calculating the critical clearing time for Java Bali 500 kV 54-machine 25-bus system. This system we call as system 2 and can be seen on figure 7. Three phase short circuit is given on three points, on point B, C and G are referred to Fault 1, Fault 2 and Fault 3. The simulation results are to be obtained critical clearing time as follows on Table 5 . . Java Bali 500 kV 54-machine 25-bus system Table 6 is the result of critical clearing time prediction using neural network for Java Bali 500 kv 54 generator 25 bus system. While Table 7 is the result of prediction critial clearing time using extreme learning machine. Error prediction critical clearing time on Java Bali 500 kv can be seen on Figure 8 .
As simulation on system 1, we count time simulation neural network and extreme learning machine predicting critical clearing time on Java Bali 500 kv 54 machine 25 bus. The speed of both methods observed to find out which method can predict faster. The result of the calculation speed of both methods in predicting the critical clearing time can be plot in Figure 9 . From the simulation results shown in figure  6 and figure 9 shows that the extreme learning machine is able to predict critical clearing time faster than neural network. By changing the number of hidden layers in neural network, results obtained showed extreme learning machine fixed faster and gives accurate results. 
